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Latis Oval Bath      February 2017 

Introducing the sculptural and elegant edition to the luxurious Latis 

collection from Omvivo  

Latis oval bath, the latest bathroom creation in the Latis collection, is inspired 

by the fundamentals of tradition and quality.  Uncomplicated, elegant forms 

create a luxurious contemporary range with eternal appeal.  

Latis is a complete suite of luxury pieces that combine beautiful yet simple 

aesthetics with flexible design, suitable for a varied range of bathroom 

environments. The Latis oval bath offers an opulent and sculptural piece for 

the bathroom that is inspired by the soft curvaceous lines of the round and 

rectangular Latis basins. Luxurious yet functional the Latis oval bath will 

enhance both contemporary and traditional spaces, delivering stunning 

design and necessary purpose.  

Named after the Celtic Goddess of Water, the Latis range consists of a 
round and rectangular basin, the trestle vanity and a beautiful1600 bath.  
The Latis oval bath adds another element to this already sophisticated 
collection.  
 
Latis oval bath will be officially launched February 2017 as part of the 
Omvivo Signature Collection and will be available through Omvivo 
distributors globally. 
 
Latis oval bath materials:  Solid surface white     

 
Latis basin materials:  Solid surface white with optional Softskin colours.        
 
Latis trestle table materials:  American Oak with matching timber and solid 
surface shelf options.   
 
Custom Design: In addition to the Signature Collection, Omvivo are able to 
offer clients a unique customisation service available with the majority of the 
existing product range. This extends to a complete product design and 
manufacture service for large projects, offering clients a unique and 
exclusive service.  
 

For further information on the Latis oval bath or high resolution images 
please contact Amanda Robinson on +61 3 9339 8130 or via email, 
arobinson@omvivo.com  
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